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SUMMARY: CTD sections carried out in Sqtember 1998 are used to describe h e water masses, gcintrophic circulation
and mass tnrnspon in die castemmost branch of the Canary Cumnt. The surfacc water mass (400 m) consists of North
Atlantic Central Water (NAcW) flowing south with a net m a s transpon of 2.5 x 109 kg S'. A tmgue of rchuively
water, consimng of Antarctic Infrrmediatt Water (AAW). was found approximatcly m the 600-1100 m depth laya. Tñis
tongue was 200 km wi&, SúctChing from the African coast almost to Gran Canaria Island, and transponed a mt m a s of 1.1
x lo9kg S' northward. This systern of a i m n t s is what constitufts the real castm boundary currcnt of the Noah Atlantic
Subtropical Gyre.

The meridional circulation of a subtropical gyre
consisrs of intense western Poundary cu~~enrs
fiowing north, and relatively slow eastern currents flowing south. in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre the
eastern current is named the Canary Current. In this
paper we wdi be concerned with the eastemmost
branch of the Canary Current, which flows south
between the Canary Archipelago and the African
coast. This current flows along the Afiican coast in
the upper main thermocline and may be considered
as the real eastern boundary c m n t for the gyre.
It is fair to say that physicai oceanographers have
usually k n more interested in studying the westem
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boundaq current that the eastern me. This is not
surprising due to the intensity of that current. Mode h g efforts by Luyten et aL(1983), Pedlosky
(i983j, ami ~ u a n g(i989j,however, starteci a reai
interest in the dynamics of the eastern boundary
region, with the so-calle. 'shadow mne' and 'eastern boundary ventilation' concepts.
There has been some controversy &out the way
in which the Canary Current is fed. Some suidies
(e.g., Krauss and Wiibber, 1982; Stramma, 1984;
Stramma and SiedIer, 1988; Fiekas et al., 1992;
Navar~o-Pérezand Barton, 2001) have suggested
that the Canary Cwent is fed by the eastemmost
branch of the Azores Current, a current flowing eastward between 30% and 40W,and receives no contribution from the Portugal Current, a southward
branch of the North Atlantic Cument. However,

other studies (e.g., Dietrich et al.,1980; Wunsch and
Grant, 1982; Paillet and Mercier, 1997) have suggested that the Portugal Current does feed the
Canary Current. Nevertheless, we have not found
any study that has carried out measurements in the
easternmost brmch of the Canary Cumnt.
Several decades ago some research was canied
out in order to understand the dynamics of the fisheries along the west coast of Africa. This was the
overall aim of an intemational program called C w p
erative Investigation of the Northern Part of the
Eastem Central Atlantic (CXNECA) in the 70's. This
prowas principally focused on studying the
dynamics of coastal upwelling off Northwest Africa
(Hempel, 1982), and left the study of the Canary
C m t unattended.
The mesoscde eddy field in the Canary Current
is dominated by the presence of the Canary islands
in the path of this current and the infiuence of the
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Guerra et aL, 1993; Arístegui et al., 1994; An'stegui
et al., 1997; Barton et al., 1998; Pacheco and
Hernández-Guerra, 1999; Barton et al., 2001). The
presence of the islands generates cyclonic and amicyclonic eddies downstream the islands, and the
influence of the upwelling system consists of
upweliing filaments that are entrained into the main
current. Despite this, litue effon has been made to
investigate the intensity of the flux through the
Canary Archipelago and between the archipelago
and the Afncan coast (however, see Navarro-Pérez
and Barton, 2001).

in h s e study we anaiyze recent hycirograpiiic
data to describe ihe water masses in the region and
to estimate the meridional water m a s transport by
the Canary C m n t , as well as to quantify the water
mass transport in terms of the water rnasses.

DATA
The BIOCAN'98 Project focused on the study of
the mesoscale circulation in the Canary Islands
region. Within its framework we had the opportunity to carry out two CTD sections perpendicular to
the main flow of the area. These sections had been
canieú out periodically on a birnonthly basis with
expandebie BathiThermographs (XBT) as part of
the CANíGO project.
The data we will show on this occasion consist of
12 CI'D stations camed out on board of the W
--a---tiiaima ái no-&
sÍiác'iriig of 13 bTi fruíri 19 to
21 September 1998 (Rg. 1). Stahons extended to
within 50 m of the bottom, which ranges from
around 700 m on the west side to 300 m on the east
side of e . & transect. Thus, we covered the whole
transect length of ea& passage.
The CTD systern consisted of a MARK m C having WOCE recommendations with a rosette G.O.,
1015 with 24 water sampling bottles of 12 liters.
Standard procedures for in situ calibration and data
processing were applied to the data. The data sets
are comparable to the potential temperature/salinity
relations in the are&
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FIG.l . - LOcatiOn of the CIZ)stations for this study. GC stands for Gran Canaria, F stands for hmatevenima, and L stands for Lanzarote. For
refaare, the 200 m, 1000 m,#XX) m,and UWU) m isobaths are shown.

Frc;. 2. - Potential temperannJsalinty diajgams for Gran Canaria--

WATER MASSFS AND VERTICAL SECI'iONS

In order to idenm the water masses and to relate
them with &pths and neutral density values, we wiU
show potential temperature/satinitydiagrams and vertical sections of neutral density, temperature, and
salinity- The neu&ai density algoritbm of Jackett and
McDougall (1996) has been used as the 'density'
variable throughout this paper, and as a referente
leve1 to estimate the geosmphic current. Neuttal density values and potential deaisity vaiues are very similar in the upper ocean,and the former can be used in

d o n (a), and LPizamte-Aaicancoast scction (b).

the whole water column to avoid using different
potential densities ~feaencedto different depths.
Figures 2a and 2b show the potential temperature/salinity diagrams for the section between Gran
Canaña and Fuerteventura (from now on, GC-F),
and for the section between Lanzarote and the
Afncan coast (from now on, L-A). These figures
show different water masses.
Figure 2 (suface waters, 4 0 0 m) shows high
variabitity úi potential temperature/saliity values.
The low salinity values apparenily correspond to
upwelled wat& spreading fnnn the Afican coast.

FIG.3. - Image of phytoplankton pigmcnt concu~aatíonsfrom SeaWm data comspaadaig to 16 septcmba 1998. Notice the upwelling
füamait gaiaatcd m the upwelling syttem off Northwest Africa skirting ihe east c o a of Gran Canana
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Figure 3, descnbing phytoplankton pigment concentration, clearly shows an upwciiing filamentstretching from the Afncan coast and skirting the east coast
of
S-I1S
in &e pain

ized by quasihorizontal isoiherms and isohaiines as
observed m Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 223 shows a spreadíng of the temperature and
iso'lmes mat
piace a'oom
m

of this upwehg ñlament have the smaliest sinface
salinity vaiues (around 365 as compared witb salinity values around 36.8 a .the other stations).
Figure 2 also shows the water masses corresponding to the North Atiantic Central Water
(NACW). This is the portion of the ptentiai temperature versus salinity diagram which shows less
scatter, and forms the water rnass for the main thermocline (Tomczak, 1981). The NACW is character-

and 27.3 kg m3 neutral density d e (aromi 12°C m
teanperamreand 35.7 m salinity). This is the end of the
NACW and the start of the iower thgmocline.
The lower themiocline is characteruRd by two
mtermediate water masses, Aotarctc htermediate
Water (AAIW), detected by its fíe& anomaly values
(salinity values 05.3), and the wam, high saiinity
Meditemem Water (MW) (saiinity values 235.5)
(see Fíg. 2).

T

m

Figures 4 and 5, iower paneis, show h e reiative
salinity minimum and maximum, respectively, for
both transects. Although these values present some
scattering in depth, they are approximately located
at 900 m and 1200 m depth, respectively, coinciding
approximately with the neutral density value of 27.6
kg m" for AAIW and 27.8 kg m-3for MW.
The AATW is clearly observed in the whole L-A
section (Fig. 5, lower panel), and in the eastem part
of the GC-F section (Fig. 4, lower panel), as the
tongue of fresh water centered at 800-900 m depth.
Therefore, it appears that AAIW is m p o r t e d
northward by a c m : wi&r than the usud alongshore poleward undercumnt.

Áii deep enough sraiions in the GC-F section snow
MW, as inferred fmm ihc potemial temperaturefsaiinity diagrams (Fig. 24. IhisMW is described as warm
and saity water in the lower thermociine,as seeai in the
middle and lower paneis of Figures 4 and 5 (Worthington, 1976; Kase et d.,1986; Reid, 1994, ArIian
et aL, 1994). Deeper than the MW,North Atlantic
Deep Water (NADW) is detected in the transect GC-F.
the only m e deep enough to allow for the existente of
this water mass. Because of the small contiibution
rnade by these water masses and the marse spatial resolutim of our stations, we wdi cente~the following
discussion cm geostrophic velocity and mmport in the
NACW and in the AAIW water masses.
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GEOSTROPHIC VELOClTJES AND
TRANSPORT

We have computed the baroclinic part of h e
geostrophic c m n t using the themal wind equation. This equation requires a reference level, where
the velocity is known, to start integration. Previous
studies in the Canary Basin have used a range of
l2OO-14O dbar as the level of no motion (Stramma,
1984; Siedler er al., 1985; Stramma and Siedler,
1988; Fiekas et al., 1992), but the L-A section is
shallower than this depth range. Many other authors
have assumed the depth of no motion to be at the
level between two water masses flowing in opposite
directions. This assumption has been recently debate.: Transient eddies can mask the local mean flow
and even filarnents of reversed mean flow too narrow to carry clear tracer-properties signaaires which
may be embedded in the prevailing circdation.
siud-y -we bve
wisea
me waíermas
xotrve\rer,
for

diagnostics, which we consider is the -best avaiiabíe
evidence for the region.
Two water masses flowing in opposite directions
may be, in our case, the southward flowing NACW
and the northward flowing AAIW. For our
geostrophic calculations, therefore, we have taken
the neutral density value of 27.3 kg m-3as the referente level, which approximately separates both
water masses (see Figs. 4 and 5). In shallow areas,
where the bottom neutral densíty is less than 27.3 kg
rne3the ocean bottom has been used as the reference
surface. Notice that the neutral density value of 27.3
kg m-3 approximately coincides with the depth of
600 m throughout the region.
Figure 6 shows the geosirophic velocity in the
GC-F section (upper panel) and in the L-A section
(lower panel). Both sections show a main core of
southward current in the upper 600 m and norrhward
current in deeper layers. This corresponds to NACW
n - - - ~ - - - AL-----L --> A ~ m 7 n - - 2 - - * .L11owuig L U me wuul ariu nni w 11uwii1g w uic IlUIUl.
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RG.6.- Geostrophic cumnt (cm S') for thc aansect bttween Gran Canasia and Fumeventura (upper panel), and for the transect between
Lanzarott aad Afnca (loverpanef). Southward vclocity isolines m dashed. The westcm ad ís on the Idt.

Thus, we divide the following discussion of
geostrophic velocities and m a s transport into these
two layas. In oder to avoid including the MW as part
~f AP-W, hhwver, we h ~ v eASOMteep+d t!e m z s
transport between 27.3 kg m-3and 27.75 kg m .

NACW
Within the upper layer ( ~ 6 0 0m), both sections
indicate that the southward geosrrophic c m n t ( S O
cm S-') is maximum at the surface and on the western
side (Fig. 6). In the L-A section, this location approximately coincides with the highest velocities found
from four moorings 'wntaining a total of 19 c m t
rneters úismlled in the passage between Lanzarote and
the Aúican coast (MiiUer, personal communication).
At ihe eastern side of boih sections,a w& (5 cm
S ' ) northward current may be observed. It has its
core at about 300 m depth in the GC-F d o n , and
at the surface in the L-A section. As seen in the phytopiankton pigrnent concentration image (Fig. 3),
the circulation pattem in the surface waters (400
m) of the Canary Current rnust be influenced by the
entrainment of an upwelling filament.
Cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are observed
downstream of the Canary Islands during al1 seasons
(~achecoand Hernández-Guerra, 1999). Laboratory
and nurnencal studies have indicated that the generation and shedding of eddies downstrearn an obstacle depends on the Reynolds number (Re) b e i g
higher than a critica1 value (Boyer, 1970; Boyer and
Davies, 1982; Sangrá, 1995). Re is defined as
Re = U L/&, where U is ihe fluid velocity, L is a t y p
icd ~ui;zofi*~
&íllCiwiüri ófh
üb*w;e,
md A, he
horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient of the fluid. Al1
islands involved in this study have similar L (around
50 km).Takíng A, as a constant value (10=Lm2
S-]), the
oniy parameter to determine is the veiocity of the
fluid, in our case, the velocity of the Canary Current.
Although the time vaRat,iiity of the velocity of the
Canary Current remauis to be detemiined, at least in
Septernber,the estimated velocity is higher than 20 cm
S-' and large enough to generate and shed eddies.
Figure 7 (upper panel) shows the accumulated
mass transport for each section. The dashed line
between station pairs 9-8 and 1-2 separates the msect GC-F fmm the transect L-A. The shailowest
layer canies mainly NACW and presents a net
southward mass transport of 1.7 x lo9 kg S-' in the
GC-Fsection. and 0.6; lo9kg S-' in the L-A section.
This gives a net southward rnass transport of 2.3 x
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station pair

- Meridional accumuiated mass transpon (¡O9 Kg S-')
ktwetn Gran Canaria and Fuenevuuria, and berweui Lanzarme
ami thc African coast. The uppcr panel shows mass transpon for the
layer shailower than the nuitrai dcnsity value of 27.3 Kg m3 wmspoading ta appmxhatcly 600 m depth, fundamentally NACW.
The lower panel shows mass nanoport for the layer between 27.3
Kg m3and 27.75 Kg m'. fundamcntaiiy AAIW. 'he dasbcd line
betwten station pair 9-8 and 1-2 separares the Gran CanariaFuertevaim úansect from the Lahtarote-African coasi transect.
Notice rhe differuit y scaie for boih panels.
FIG. 7.

lo9kg S-'. The strongest m a s transport is at the staíion p-& Ii-iG in -ept
W-F (i.6 x 109 Kg S : ,
southward), and at the station pair 2-3 in transect LA (0.9 x lo9 kg S-], southward). The other station
pairs give no appreciable conmbution to the net
mass transport and rnay be considered as mesoscale
eddy variability of the main fiow.
Ekman mass transport should be added to the
above mass transport. The predominant winds in this
region are the Trade Winds which blow souíhwestward. Thus, h e Ekman mass transport is not expected to contribute significandy to this meridional net
m a s transport and has not been estimated..
Our nsults apree with the order of magnitude of
the geosmphic mass msport of the Canary Current,
as estimated from previous investigations. However,
we have to take into account that those previous studies focused on the whote eastern boundary current
systern, and noc on the eastemmost branch. Thus,
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Dieirich et al. (1980) estimated a volurne tran~p~rt
of
14 x 106 kg S-' between the Azares and Pomigal
above 1000 m depth, with 4 x 106 kg S-' corresponding to the Portugai Cumnt Saunders (1982) and
Stramma (1984) computed a transport of about 11 x
106 kg S-' in the upper 1000 m between %
53'
and the
African coast According to Stramma (1984), most of
the inflow of 11 x 10" kg S-' turns to the south in the
central east Atlantic, but a small amount (4-5 x 106 kg
S-') reaches the near coastal region and feeds the
Canary C m n t . Similarly, K2se et al. (1986) presented a map of temperature a? 570 m showing a strong
horizontal gradient near the Canary Islands indicating
a volume transport of 8 x 106 kg S-'above800 m depth
for the Canary Current. More recently, Arhan et al.
(1994) arad Paillet and Mercier (1997) estimated a
value of 5 4 x 106kg S-1as the net volume transport of
the whole Canary Current.

Figure 6 shows that the deep layer (>600 m) has a
higher velocity (about 10 cm S-') in the GC-Fsection
(upper panel) than in the L-A section (about 3 cm S-').
On the eastem side of both sections, a weak southward current of approximately 1 cm S-' is observed.
Figure 7 (lower panel) shows that both sections
have a northward mass transport in the laya below
600 m, with values of 0.9 x 109kg S-' in the GC-F
sedon, and 0.2 x 109kg S-] in the L-A section. Thus,
the net mass transpon is 1.1 x 109kg S-' northward,
The strongest mass transand correspon& to M.
port is at the station pair 11-10 in the transect GC-F
n
p&r
(1.0 Y 1- kg 1 1 , ~ g ~ ~ &
~ w ~ r~t d) ~ ,
3-4 in the transect L-A (0.3 x 109kg S', southward).
The classical picture of the spreading of AAIW
h m the South Atiantic to the North Atiantic comes
spU&W by.'<ipaL (1935) =d k1Ai (1935).
These and more recent wurks (Mann et al., 1973;
Richardson, 1977; Reid, 1994) found AAIW in the
whoie Atlantic from 50"S to 20°N,and up to Cape
Iíancras aiong the w e s m bounciary m-.
Incse
studies have used low salinity vaiues at intermediate
depths as an indicator of rhe AAW circulation pattem. Tsuchiya (1989) used high concentration of dicate as a deñnition of AAW and traced this water
mass, as transported by the Guif Stream-North
Atlantic Current, as far as the south of Iceland. It is
remarkable, however, that in none of these previous
studies there is mention of AAW as far north as
20"N aiong the eastem boundary.

Roemmich and Wunsch (1985), however,
showed the results of a transatlantic section starting
at 28% in rnid 1981. They described a northward
current of low salinity waters in the eastern boundary at intermediate depths as far as 1000 km from
the African coast, and velocities up to 0.5 cm S-'.
Recently, Fratantoni and Richardson (1999)
deployed a neutrally buoyant SOFAR float at depths
of 950-1150 m in the Eastern Tropical Atlantic
Ocean (approximately at 10W-25W). The fioat
Qifted northward and eastward upon reaching the
2000 m isobath west of Dakar (14W),
where it
rapidly drifted northward with speeds of 8 cm S-'.
The buoy then followed a trajectory parallel to, and
within -150 km of the eastem boundary until near
2294 where it drifted westward into the interior
ocean. This was presumably caused by an eddy displacing the float offshore.
These previous results together with our evidence, point to h e k i y existence of an eastem
boundary comection between the equatorial and
subtropical Atlantic. This comectíon is particularfy
relevant to the Atlantic meridional overtuming circulation because the northward retuni flow of surface and internedíate waters, as a result of the highlatinxde deep water formation, has been assumed to
occur only near the westem boundary of the subtropical gyre.

In this paper we have used a number of CTD sections in the eastem Norih Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
wi& the nhjective nf mriyiig the water mases -id
circulation pQUenis in the eastenimost branch of the
Canary Current,what we believe constitutes the real
eastern boundaq c u m t of the gyre.
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NACW,from the surface down to about 600 m depth
(a neutral density of 27.3 kg m-3),and AAIW, which
foxms a tongue about 500 m úiick and 200 km wide
(hm
ainiost as
a M
Canaria Island).
At the time of the measurements the shallowest
layer ( ~ 1 0 m
0 deep) was innuenced by an upwelling
fdament longer than 200 km s t h g off the Afiican
coast and skirting Gran Canaria Island, which is visible in sateilite imagery.
The upper layer flow ( d K h n ) consists essentially of NACW and pllesents strong southward velocities (>20 m S-'), with some counter and undercur-
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